BIG
KAHUNA
L E A D E R S H I P SUR VEY

How technology leaders can move up
the influence curve

“Two boys create Google. One boy creates Facebook. Another
individual creates Apple. These gentlemen changed the
world without political parties or armies or fortunes. No one
anticipated this. And they themselves did not know what would
happen as a result of their thoughts. So we are all surprised. It is
a new world. You may have the strongest army—but it cannot
conquer ideas, it cannot conquer knowledge.”
Shimon Peres, President of Israel.
Leading in the 21st century. McKinsey Quarterly, June 2012 1
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I nt roD uCtI o n
It’s 1971. I am a trainee electronic draftsman in the Postmaster

young man and very soon after I pursued an alternative career path.

no longer need you guys and the whole profession of electronic

never even heard of an electronic draftsman!

my career. It told me that if you are not listening to your clients and

that technology will play in the disruption of most organisations.

lia’s competitive position. Technology leaders are therefore an
important group to nurture and develop.
collected the views of
with the aim of
gathering intelligence regarding the development needs of technol
2

prepared to address those needs and capture the opportunities
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We asked the Big Kahunas three questions:

Q1 What is the impact of technology in your
sector/business/group?
Q2 What is the leadership capability of your
technology leaders to meet that challenge?
Q3 How could technology leaders be better
developed to meet the challenges you face?

The survey results present a compelling case for action to re
position the focus of technology leadership to capitalise on the
now live in.

to illustrate those ideas. In the conclusion of the paper we have
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Met H o D oLo gy
•
•

•
•
summarising themes, which encapsulate the overall responses
from participants
These points are explained further in the following pages of the
report.
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t eC Hno Lo gy I MPACt
Q1. What is the impact of technology in your
sector/business/group?

TOP 5 TECHNOLOGY IMPACT THEMES
25
20
15
10
5
0
Ease of access

Mass
consumerisation

Behaviour

As-a-service

Social media

Ease of access — The ease of access to information has changed
Mass consumerisation — The explosion of consumer devices
patterns and expectations
Behaviour
tation levels are increasing
As-a-service
traditional IT model
Social Media
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suMMAry res Ponses

Deloitte report 3
paper
reinvent themselves; for some, successful reinvention appears

1. Consumer behaviour,
usage and demand is
changing at unprecedented
levels
2. technology choice, value
and usability is growing at an
exponential rate at a business
and consumer level
3. there are considerable
threats and opportunities
for businesses as a result
of disruptive technology
change

their digital strategies.

Kahunas pinpointed is the shift in the landscape which has occurred
as a result of mass consumerisation of IT. The introduction of

Case Study – Collaborative Consumption

— renting,
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“The power has shifted.
Consumers and device
manufacturers now have
much more say. Technology
leaders need to get closer to
customers…”

6

world. They are connecting at an astronomical rate. In 2008, when
“Where does the customer
place the value? Technology
leaders need to provide value
and demonstrate value to
the customer.”

Zopa 7

voted most trusted personal loan provider for the past three

“Decision making is shifting
from technology leaders
to marketing departments.
Social media strategy is a
good example.”

“Technology leaders need to
be able to manage the expectations of a more tech savvy
workforce and customer.”

8

Case study – 2012 Presidential Campaign
“Service is the product. Many
technology leaders are
familiar with the technology
and are not so good at using
the potential to provide
service to the customer.”

“Digital technology played a critical role this past election cycle. It
President Barack Obama’s campaign made much better use of
the digital technology than Gov. Mitt Romney’s.

“Technology leaders need to
get close to their real clients.
What we perceive clients
want and what they actually

Online communication has increased by orders of magnitude
since the last election cycle. Internet users have doubled.
Facebook users have increased ten times. Tweets have increased
1000 times.
Obama used emerging technology to humanize himself and stay
in tune with the people. His campaign advertised his achievements and drew sharp contrasts with his opponent. And he
throughout the election process.” (Kaur, 2012)
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“Companies are now using
social media to access their
customer data base. We
need technology leaders
to bring technology and
marketing together.”

Gillum, 2012
“Technology doesn’t win political campaigns, but it certainly is a
weapon — a force multiplier, in military terms. Both sides in the
presidential contest mined click-stream data as never before
to target messages to potential voters. But a real edge for the
Obama campaign was in its use of online and mobile technology
porters and urging them to vote, either in person or by phone,
according to two senior members of the Obama technology

for the Obama campaign.
were matched. So the callers were people with similar life
experiences to those being called, and thus more likely to be
persuasive. Here is a YouTube video of a 91-year-old World War II
veteran, who joined the Obama phone corps.” (Lohr, 2012)

“Technology leaders are
critical for Australia’s future.
They can lead through the
‘game changing’ world.”

“Technology is critical to our
long term prosperity. It is
the one thing on our national
agenda that we can control.
Why we don’t take it seriously is a mystery.”

“Social media has gone
mainstream. It is no longer
the province of the kids. If
mainstream leaders are using
it, are technology leaders
focused on that?”

the most retweeted post of all time, according to reports. 9
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t eC Hno Lo gy L eADer s
Q2 What is the leadership capability of your
technology leaders to meet the challenges
ahead?

TOP 5 TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP THEMES
20
15
10
5
0
Consulting
Partner

Tech
Awareness

Change
Leadership

Agility

Commercial
Awareness

Consulting Partner
Tech Awareness
Change Leadership
Agility
Commercial awareness — Commercial awareness is needed in
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su MMAry res Ponses

summarises the stages that they said technology leaders are at in
dealing with the disruption they face. Each stage is characterised

1. technology leadership
needs to lift from ‘control’ to
‘enable’, both tactically and
strategically
2. technology leaders need
to be more innovative in
helping solve business needs.
they need to be agile and
responsive
3. technology leaders need
to be more technology
savvy with broader market

do so.

Stages of Change

Stage

Control

Risk

eMbrACe

Low

Minimal

ACCePt

Medium

Moderate

resIst

High

DenIAL

Total

“They need to get to ‘yes’
quicker and become more
comfortable in an environment where you don’t
control everything.”

High

Customer Experience
dealing with customers that recognises the shift that has occurred

consumers.
“Time was when that distinction between the company structure
and the customer view was largely irrelevant: marketing, sales
and customer service used quite separate channels.
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Today all that is changing: online is key to marketing; many
goods and services are sold online and post-sales interactions
increasingly take place online. According to customer expericallcentres.net) not only are Australian businesses struggling
to embrace these new channels, their emergence is leading to
a fundamental power shift in the supplier - customer relationship.
“It was a one way relationship where organisations had the power
and the customers had to acquiesce to the way organisations
director, Catriona Wallace, says. “We are now seeing consumers
starting to be empowered. This is the greatest change we are
seeing in the landscape.” (Corner, 2012)

“Technology leaders need to
look outward at the business
and the market. Too many
are inwardly focused on the
technology.”

“Technology leadership will
lift national productivity.”

“We need to support technology leaders to provide their
full capability.”

“Focus on the future. There is
too much attention on cost
reduction and not enough on
growth.”

“The job description for a
technology leader has
fundamentally changed. In
the past it was about the
technology. Now it’s about
the data, where it’s held,
protected and used.”

company social media strategy.

digitised.
“Every budget is an IT budget,” said Peter Sondergaard, senior
vice president of research at Gartner. “Technology is embedded
in every product.”
His point: More technology spending will occur outside traditional procurement methods. Consumers will spend more
disposable income on technologies. Industries traditionally
thought to be non-tech will be digitized. And technology will be
embedded into everything.

“Technology leaders are
becoming investment
managers. They need to
they know how to leverage
more out of an asset.”

“Focus more heavily on the
human interface and the
business model. Steve
Jobs anticipated consumer
demand and how people
would interact with his
products.”

Digitize the business.” (Dignan, 2012)
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“Technology leaders need
to communicate what’s
possible, otherwise they
are in danger of becoming
irrelevant.”

“There’s a perception amongst business leaders that IT needs to
abandon an ad hoc approach to innovation and adopt a more
mature, structured process to delivering high-quality business
services faster, and that’s not all.
Underlying those concerns of business executives is the characterisation of their relationship with IT as “combative, distrustful
business executives’ perceptions about the role of IT in driving
innovation, and IT’s readiness to enable and support innovation
for the business. The views of a mix of IT and business executives,
a global survey in June and July this year of 800 executives at
enterprise organisations in a range of verticals. The research was
undertaken by IDG Research Services.
improvement in the relationship between IT and the business,
with 34 percent of Australian business executives characterising
their relationship with IT as “combative, distrustful or siloed,”
(Dinham, 2012)

“Technology leaders know
what the problems that
matter are. They can open
up the problems that matter
to a tech savvy young
workforce.”

“Get the balance between
technology and the personal
touch. Technology leaders
are too addicted to technology. They need to be face to

“Google, Facebook and
Twitter exploded from
nowhere. Technology
leaders need an innovation
mindset.”

“The role of technology
leaders needs to shift
from operating systems to
transitioning organisations
to a new future.”

“Technology leaders need to
be technology ambassadors.
Use storage, risk management and security of data are
critical to protect company
reputations.”

“Let go control of the box with
the blinking lights. Move
from control of the data
room to providing strategic
value for the business.”
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appropriate title, the common theme is that there is an expectation

needed to realise that ‘it’s all people and relationships.’
TECHNOLOGY

than ever, technology leaders also
need to understand their own
BUSINESS

MARKET

In short, 21st century technology leaders need to add to their

own matrix teams.
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D e v eLoP M e n t of
t eC H n oLo gy Le ADer s
Q3 How could technology leaders be better
developed to meet the challenges you face?
TOP 5 LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT THEMES
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Broad
Knowledge

Learning

Clients

Influencing

Strategy

Broad Knowledge

on innovation opportunities
Learning

Clients — Technology leaders need to connect with clients to
understand their needs and urgency

Strategy
is not over complicated
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su MMAry res Ponses
1. technology leaders need
to be more formally develleaders

Communication
“Technology leaders need to be out
advocating technology careers.
It is important for the national
interest and will develop their
communication skills.”

“Technology leaders need to
develop the ability to explain what
technology is being used for and to
make the case for its use. It is not
an option that a rare person can
do.”

“Technology crystal ball gazers are
needed. Technology leaders views
may not always be sought. They
need to develop their communication ability.”

“Technology leaders need to be
good communicators. They need
to work with other organisations,
boards, customers, suppliers and
their own teams.”

2. Leaders need to more
actively research outside
their own business and
sector. they need to be
innovative in identifying
business solutions
3.
critical for today’s It leader.
being able to facilitate
transformational change is
becoming a required skill

“The sales pitch changes to technol“Let go of technology – move into
people and the business. Develop
the ability to sell to get the support,
patience and understanding of the
business.”

People
“The higher order problem to be
solved is how to get the best out of
people. Mentoring others is a good
way to develop yourself and get the
best out of others.”

“A true leader is someone who can
develop other people. There is
not a skills shortage, rather it is an
imagination shortage. We need
to think longer term in developing
people.”

“Technology leaders need to be
linked to the purpose of the
business. Organisations that can
demonstrate their purpose, attract
people to work with them.”

“Reverse mentoring to help the
dinosaurs! Engage GenY employees to mentor older workforce
regarding social media”

“Relationship skills are critical.
Technology leaders have a complex
set of relationships to manage,
clients and business executives.”

“You don’t have to be smartest one
in the room … get the right people
together and give up control. It’s
not about being right.”
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Strategy
“Focus on the big picture strategy.
Technology leaders need to allocate
more time to strategic direction –
up to 60% of their diary free.”

“It’s not about capability but
boldness. Technology leaders need

“Technology leaders need a shift
in thinking to look outward at the
possibilities. They can help develop
the strategy for transitioning to the
future.”

“Focus on the customer, business
solutions and strategy. Technology
leaders should act as consultants
… see themselves as evangelists for
technology.”

take bold decisions.”

Commercial
“Technology leaders now need to
be mini CEOs. They need to think
like an enterprise leader and have
a cross-functional discussion.

“Technology leaders need to get out
of their own constraints. Commercial experience will help them
develop the case for adoption of
technology.”

“The technology leader is a change

“Technology leaders need commercial experience. They are not often
seen as people leaders.”

a mixture of varied experience in

“Technology leaders need to
understand other industries. They
will develop the ability to articulate

“Technology leaders need to be
more adaptive in the business
space. They can get business
experience through an external secondment or an internal transfer.”

users.”

“Technology leaders need to expand
through running a business
function with P & L responsibility.
They need to speak the language of
boards and senior executives.”

“Marketing skills are critical.
Technology leaders need greater
intelligence about the world they
are aiming at.”

“Technology leaders need to be
directly connected with customers.
They will soon realize that it’s not
about the technology.”

“Technology leaders need to learn
about the business they are in.
They could do other roles in the
business to better understand what
the customers need.”
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EQ
“Develop the willing. Give people
that want it the chance to develop
into the new space.”

“Explore the creative side. Technology leaders need greater EQ to
understand their teams and put
themselves in their stakeholders
shoes.”

“Know your strengths and
weaknesses. Technology leaders
need to be clear about their own
capabilities and what their blockers
are. They need to decide we have

s

10

century leadership is
required. They need to foster
interdependence rather than
independence.”
st
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LEAdERShIP In ThE 21st CEnTuRy
Industrial Age

Information Age

Infotronics Age
Agile – dynamic exploitation
of value

Command and control

Control capacity

Processes and systems

unlock potential – authentic
leadership

Formal authority

Moral authority

Respectful authority

Participative style

Egalitarian style
Collaborative behaviour

Innovative style

Adaptive and dynamic style
Fail fast and move on

Directive

Conversational

Listening for what’s possible

Value production

Value ideas

Manage things

Lead people

Empower people

Manage things and use people

Use things and manage people

Manage things and knowledge and lead people with
coaching

Do as I say

Authentic Leadership

Team solutions

Look globally for solutions
from collaborators

Leaders have the answers

answers

Leaders not afraid to say ‘I
don’t know’ and consult
their own networks

Dependence

Independence

Interdependence
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Con C Lu s I o n

into a new role and start all over again. You could add additional

SERVICE

AU TH E N TI C L E ADE R

Relinquishment x15

Influence

INSPIRATION
Presencing x8

PERFORMANCE
Commitment x4

PERMISSION
Causing x2

POSITION

Reinvention x1
MAST ER T ECHN I CI AN

Problem Solving

leadership potential.
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Leadership
Potential

Stage

Focus

servICe

become bigger than them and the focus is on relinquishing control
to others

InsPIrAtIon

Leaders who can make a future so present for others that it appears
obvious are able to inspire others to achieve greater results

x8

PerforMAnCe

The focus at this level is on making commitments that you do not
know how to achieve at the time that you make them and eliciting the
same from others to produce unforeseen results

x4

PerMIssIon

Here the focus is moving from being a good ‘doer’ to causing others
to produce results. Leaders do so by granting others permission to
step to a new level in their leadership

x2

PosItIon

At this level the focus is on reinventing your inherent strength
beyond the mere position title

x1

11

x 15

that impair

the last forty years we have validated the contention that perfor
mance is correlated with our world view. 12
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time, many people viewed the world the way it was presented in
13

conducted in 2009 we discovered that most of the respondents

usual.

example, if your world view is that we are all doomed, then you are
other hand, if you are viewing the world as full of opportunities you

Performance is correlated with our World View

Performance Level

World View

eLIte

Creating

AverAge

Limiting

struggLIng

Future

Results
Extraordinary

Minimal
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WrA P- u P
Disruptive technology is disrupting all levels of leadership and

The survey results present a compelling case for action to reposi
tion the focus of technology leadership to capitalise on the oppor
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A b o u t D o n ovAn
L eA De r s HI P
Transforming technical experts into leaders who succeed.
Donovan Leadership transforms technical experts into leaders.
Under our guidance, countless technical experts have developed
tions to unimagined success.

reshape relationships to exceed expectations. They motivate their

the game.
sionals to discover the something extra that transforms them into
ing research, we can show you how to harness your potential, to
Contact Donovan Leader
ship today to lift the lid on your leadership potential.
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